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SALERNO

By Stewart Sale representing the Combined British Press

With Fifth Army,

September 18

An Englishwoman living in a village on the peninsula which is the northern

claw of Salerno Gulf braves the dangers offwar and sidesteps the Allies 1

regulations to bring the villagers food* Tha Allies vanguard is established

in the high hills overlooking Naples Gulf and the Germans are determinedly

trying to throw them off.

The no-mans-land village has been robbed of all food by the retreating
Germans,

The Englishwoman took charge and goes cut into the countryside and brings
feed back.

An Allied officer just back from that part cf the world said to me today
"She is pretty well running the whole village. But for her the people would

have a pretty hard time. She heard there was some grain to be had along the

coast, so she got a rowing-beat and went there and fetched it in. The navy

people- told her she must not go about like that. Her answer was 'My villagers

must net starve'. She is a woman with any amount of determination* Nothing

can stop her caring for her villagers,"

The richer Italians in the towns along the Allied-held peninsula coast

are having a good time while they can. The officer said, "In some places the

war seems 'pretty far away. People throw big parties with plenty to drink.

The thing to do is to go out on the terraces in the evenings and watch the

anti-aircraft fire, A lot of these people have a Fascist background. The

other"day two prominent Fascists thereabouts heard that Mussolini had broad-

cast a direction to all Fascist leaders to come to Rome. Dutifully they packed

a car with petrel cans and documents and set out to obey the order. Along the

road they ran into an Allied officer who asked where they were going. They

answered that they were going to Rome because Mussolini had sent for them.

Thereupon he told them he would take them to quite a different destination.".
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